An unusually-wide human bregmatic Wormian bone: anatomy, tomographic description, and possible significance.
Supernumerary ossicles (or Wormian bones) of the cranial vault are formations associated with insufficient rate of suture closure, and regarded as "epigenetic" and "hypostotic" traits. These bones rest along sutures and/or fill fontanelles of the neonatal skull. In this autoptic report of a 66-year-old Caucasian woman, a peculiar supernumerary bone is described, unusual size and shape, filling completely the bregmatic fontanelle. The skull was CT-scanned through coronal sections at 80 kV and 60 mA, with a slice thickness of 1.0 mm and a resolution of 0.35 mm/pixel. Segmentation and 3D rendering were computed using MIMICS 7.0 (digital endocast). The bone was pentagonal and remarkably large, more on the exocranial surface than on the endocranial one, involving both tables and diploe of the vault. This feature might represent a wedge to completion of the vault architecture. Considering the functional and structural matrix of cranial morphogenesis, this case displays the possibility of discrete diversification of the ossification centres, as well as the relative stability of the structural skull matrix in response to discrete changes.